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ABSTRACT
Reflective programming is becoming popular due to the increasing
set of dynamic services provided by execution environments like
JVM and CLR. With custom attributes Microsoft introduced an ex-
tensible model of reflection for CLR: they can be used as additional
decorations on element declarations. The same notion has been
introduced in Java 1.5. The extensible model proposed in both
platforms limits annotations to class members. In this paper we
describe [a]C#,1 an extension of the C# programming language,
that allows programmers to annotate statements or code blocks and
retrieve these annotations at run-time. We show how this extension
can be reduced to the existing model. A set of operations on anno-
tated code blocks to retrieve annotations and manipulate bytecode
is introduced. Finally, we discuss how to use [a]C# to annotate
programs giving hints on how to parallel a sequential method and
how it can be implemented by means of the abstractions provided
by the run-time of the language.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reflection and dynamic loading are becoming essential elements

of modern programs. Their usefulness is testified, for example, by
the JDBC architecture that shows how to implement a driver based
architecture exploiting the Java dynamic loading.
Although reflection can be used to inspect the structure of types,
to access fields and even to invoke methods dynamically, the con-
cept of tagging has been anticipated as an interesting application.
Consider for instance the Java serialization architecture: the pro-
grammer can declare the instances of a serializable class simply
by implementing the Serializable interface, which in fact is an
empty interface. Thus two types that differ only for the implemen-
tation of the Serializable interface are indistinguishable from
the execution standpoint. Besides, the serialization of the instances
of non-serializable types will not be allowed by the serialization

1The name [a]C# must be pronounced as annotated C sharp.
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support. Java serialization taught us that the metadata stored with
the code can be used for other purposes than mere execution. Other
programs may rely on the reflective abilities of inspecting the com-
piled types and act differently depending on what they have found.
Although widely used by Java programs, the idea of providing
explicit metadata support for annotation has been introduced by
Microsoft in the Common Language Runtime (CLR). The virtual
execution environment is part of the CLI standard [7] and a crucial
element of the .NET initiative. The CLR executes code expressed in
an intermediate language (IL) like the JVM bytecode, though the
code is stored and distributed in the form of an assembly. A sin-
gle assembly contains the definition of one or more types and may
refer to other assemblies. Together with the metadata, required by
the CLR for loading and managing the types contained within an
assembly, it is possible to store arbitrary information in the form of
custom attributes. A custom attribute is an instance of a class that
inherits from the Attribute class. A custom attribute is created
by invoking one of its constructors, though all the values used to
create it must be computable at compile time. Custom attributes
are serialized into an assembly at compile-time and ignored by the
execution system. Nevertheless, the reflection API provides a mean
to retrieve these attributes at run-time. For instance, let m be an in-
stance of MethodInfo (a reflective descriptor of a method), in C#
we can retrieve the custom attributes associated with the method as
follows:

Attribute[] attr = m.GetCustomAttributes();

In the CLR model attributes can be used to decorate essentially all
the objects accessible through reflection: assemblies, types (dele-
gates, value types, and classes), fields, properties, and methods.

1.1 Problem Description
The crucial idea behind the custom annotation consists of shift-

ing up data about the code into the executable and to be available at
run-time. Custom annotations are interpreted by programs and are
used for program transformation.
Microsoft .NET provides support for implementing web services by
means of custom attributes. A custom attribute named WebMethod
is used to label methods that should be exposed as web services. A
minimal web service written in C# that computes the sum of two
integers is the following:

public class HelloWorldWS {
[WebMethod]
public int add(int i, int j) {return i+j;}

}

Once compiled, the HelloWorldWS class does not provide any web
services interface. A different program — actually part of the Inter-
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net Information Server — is responsible for looking up reflection
information within assemblies and generating a SOAP/WSDL in-
terface to the method add over HTTP.
A significant limit to the annotation model introduced by CLI is the
granularity of annotations: they can only be used on methods and
not inside to annotate code blocks. This is a pity because several
programs whose goal consists of administering and manipulating
other programs would benefit from a finer grain model for annota-
tions. In the rest of the paper we will discuss how custom anno-
tation can be used to annotate programs with hints for rendering
parallel the execution of a method.

1.2 Contributions
In this paper we present [a]C#, an extension to the C# program-

ming language supporting custom annotations on arbitrary code
blocks or statements. The language extends the syntax of the C#
language to allow a more general form of annotation and provides a
run-time library that extends the reflection support with operations
for retrieving the information about annotations inside methods.
It may not be evident that this finer grain model for custom annota-
tions of code can be of any use, thus we provide a detailed example
of a tool which, given a method annotated with hints about how
a parallel version can be made. In particular we discuss the gen-
eral operations on annotated code blocks used, which hide from
the programmer the complexity of having to manipulate intermedi-
ate language instructions explicitly.
We present the implementation of the compiler, which is a source
to source compiler. In particular it is interesting how the compiler
reduces the extended model for custom annotations to the existing
one with the help of small modifications of the generated interme-
diate language.

2. [a]C# IN A NUTSHELL
Annotated C# extends the original language only a little, by al-

lowing the use of custom attributes inside of a method body. Con-
sider the following example:

class MyAnnotationAttribute : ACS.CodeAttribute {}
class AnotherAnnotationAttribute : ACS.CodeAttribute {}

class Example {
public static void Main(string[] args) {

// Code without annotations
[MyAnnotation] {

// Code under the aegis of the MyAnnotation attribute
[AnotherAnnotation] {

// Code inside a nested annotation
}

}
[AnotherAnnotation, MyAnnotation] // Single statement

}
}

We define two attributes named MyAnnotationAttribute and
AnotherAnnotationAttribute; because we mean to use these
attributes for annotations inside a method body, they inherit from
ACS.CodeAttribute rather than from System.Attribute.
Inside the Main method we use these two annotations and, as it is
usual in C#, we omit the Attribute suffix within square brackets.
Inside a method body custom attributes can be used before state-
ments or code blocks delimited by braces.
The ability of putting custom annotations into methods is of little
use without any mean to retrieve the information the programmer
has specified using the annotations. How can a tool retrieve anno-
tations from an assembly? The run-time of the language (a library

linked with the program resulting from the source to source trans-
formation) provides a single method to inspect a method looking
for code attributes:

public class Annotation {
// ...
public static AnnotationTree[]
GetCustomAttributes(MethodInfo m, bool rec)

// ...
}

The method GetCustomAttributes has the ability of extracting
the annotations associated to a method body. It returns a forest;
each tree represents a group of nested annotations rooted to the
outermost one whereas each node represents and stores information
about a single annotation. Nested annotated blocks are sub-trees of
the node representing the outer annotation sorted as they appear.
Although it is often enough to be able to retrieve annotations re-
lated to a single method’s body, there are situations where a broader
view is necessary. Consider, for instance, a tool whose aim is to
perform static analysis by means of pre and post conditions: the
conditions about the program’s state depend not only on a method
body but also on the methods called from it. The rec argument of
GetCustomAttributes serves this purpose: if true the returned
forest is the closure of the annotations of the method and of the
methods called inside it.
The run-time of [a]C# provides operations to manipulate the in-
termediate language instructions within the scope of annotations.
These operations are:

� Extrusion: is used to extrude the annotation by generating a
new method whose body and arguments are respectively the
annotated code and the free variables of the annotation;

� Injection: is used to insert code immediately before and after
an annotation;

� Replacement: is used to replace the annotated code with the
specified code.

All these operations can feed an ILGenerator that generates the
body of a method. A tool can generate new methods, which are
a transformed version of the original ones, using these high level
operations, without the necessity of explicitly manipulating IL in-
structions.
Code injection simply requires an IL stream that corresponds to a
method m with a signature void m(). This operation is useful for
tools like aspect weavers. The same can be done for replacement.
A variant of injection and replacement allows the generated code
to access the same variables used by the code block target of the
operation.

3. CASE STUDY: TO PARALLEL A METHOD
To render parallel a program provides a good example of applica-

tion of our model for custom annotations of code blocks. Suppose
we are interested in giving hints about how to parallel the execution
of a method. Of course these hints can be ignored and the method
is executed sequentially. On the other hand, specific tools could
recognize these annotations and transform the method.
We have chosen this case study because it offers a relevant appli-
cation domain where the annotations schema provided by [a]C#
proves to be useful. In our case study we focus on the code manip-
ulation aspects rather than on the techniques to render it parallel.
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3.1 The Used Annotations
With the standard model of custom attributes it is possible to

specify information about a method, but there is no easy way to
indicate which portions of its body can be run in parallel: in this
case the information about the scope of the annotation is required.
We introduce the following annotations:

public class Parallel : ACS.CodeAttribute {
public string Description;
public Parallel() { Description = string.Empty; }
public Parallel(string d) { Description = d; }

}
public class Process : ACS.CodeAttribute {
public string Description;
public Process() { Description = string.Empty; }
public Process(string d) { Description = d; }

}

These definitions must be known by the programmer that uses them
to annotate, and by tools that understand them and behave depend-
ing on the annotations. Note that we provide a constructor that
allows the user to specify some descriptive text to be included with
the annotation.
We use the names Parallel and Process for the annotations,
but this does not imply by any means that parallelism is achieved
through system processes. In general it is the tool that defines the
semantics of annotations by manipulating the annotated code.

3.2 Annotated Code
A method annotated with these annotations may look like the

following:

public void m() {
Console.WriteLine("Parallelable code sample");
[Parallel("Begin of a parallelizable block")] {
Console.WriteLine("Code exec by the main thread");
[Process("First process")] { /� Computation here �/ }
[Process] { /� Computation here �/ }

}
Console.WriteLine("Here is sequential");

}

Listing 1: Hints for Paralleling a Method

We notice that a sequential computation can be annotated by declar-
ing portions of code that can be executed either sequentially or in
parallel. If we execute method m, as specified by the CLI Virtual
Execution System, annotations are ignored and the code is exe-
cuted sequentially. A tool capable of understanding the annotations
Parallel and Process is required, as in the case of web services
implementation using the WebMethod attribute. This tool will be
responsible for giving a semantics to the annotated methods.

3.3 Giving Semantics to Annotations
In the domain of parallel execution we can even think of a JIT

compiler aware of these annotations leading to better performing
code. Nevertheless, an off-line approach can be also followed: a
tool can read the method m in its binary form from the assembly
where it lies; and it can generate a new assembly with a method m
whose body has been transformed so that its execution will be par-
alleled according to the annotations. Our tool will give semantics
to the annotations as follows:

� Parallel: a block annotated with this attribute denotes a
scope within the code, where the blocks annotated with Pro-
cess are executed in parallel. When the execution control

reaches the end of the block, all the processes spawned within
should have finished their activity.

� Process: the code within a Process block is executed by a
separate execution thread. In our realization the code is re-
sponsible for guaranteeing that the access to shared variables
does not cause race conditions.

The transformation schema we have adopted for transforming an
annotated method m in its parallel form relies on the asynchronous
methods support provided by CLI through delegate objects.
Given a delegate object (wrapping a method) it is possible to invoke
the corresponding method by calling the BeginInvoke method.
A new thread is spawned to execute the method referred by the
delegate and the result of the invocation is an object representing
the running method.
The main thread calls the BeginInvoke method for each Process
block. At the end of the Parallel block a WaitAll method call
is performed to wait for all the asynchronous methods to complete,
then the execution continues with the single thread.
Our tool relies on the operations provided by the [a]C# run-time
for implementing this code transformation, as follows:

� for each Parallel block (got from the GetCustomAttributes):

– it extrudes a method for each Process block within its
scope;

– it generates a delegate type for the extruded methods;
– an asynchronous call to a delegate wrapping the ex-

truded method replaces the corresponding Process block;

� finally, it injects a call to the method WaitAll with the ref-
erences to the handlers of each extruded method.

The algorithm shows how the operations defined in [a]C# run-time
are useful for transforming the code.
At first sight it may be thought that the annotations we have in-
troduced allow only expressing a fixed number of processes to be
spawned by the transformed code. This is not true: in our trans-
formation schema, if we annotate the body of a for loop the main
thread will spawn an asynchronous method for each execution of
the body.

3.4 Final Considerations
The annotations we introduced for paralleling sequential meth-

ods introduce a form of parallelism with shared memory (variables
are shared among processes, which in fact are threads, though the
tool does not provide any form of automatic synchronization).
Without our extensions the standard model for annotations would
not have been enough for expressing scopes inside method bodies.
However some may wonder if the employment of different tech-
niques would have led us to the same result.
An alternative approach could have been to employ a tool perform-
ing source to source transformations. The disadvantage of this
approach is that, unless the tool implements a full parser for the
C# language, a shallow parsing approach would have been more
error prone than ours. Moreover, annotations in the binary code
allow different languages to benefit from the tools written to use
them. Finally, the decision of transforming the program or of exe-
cuting it sequentially can be postponed and the transformation can
be adapted to the particular machine where the program will run.

4. COMPILER IMPLEMENTATION
The [a]C# compiler has been implemented as a source to source

compiler, reducing our enriched model to the standard model for
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code annotation. We believe that our approach in the realization of
the compiler is another contribution of this paper.

4.1 Representing Code Annotations
As already discussed, the existing model for custom annotations

cannot keep track of the attributes’ scope within the body of a
method. Nevertheless the execution environment already provides
all the machinery to support annotations.
We have considered extending the virtual machine by modifying
Rotor [8]. Although feasible, the problem of this approach is that
the code generated by our compiler would have been compatible
only with the modified version of the run-time.
Thus we have decided to encode information about ranges of code
annotations by inserting placeholders into the bytecode. As shown
in [3, 4], we used a call to a dummy method to indicate the begin-
ning and the end of an annotated block.
Annotations are lifted onto methods and indices are used to pre-
serve the binding between dummy method calls and the relative
annotations. Consider, for instance, the [a]C# code in listing 1; the
[a]C# compiler transforms it into the C# equivalent method:

[Parallel("Parallelable code sample", ACSIndex=1)]
[Process("First process", ACSIndex=2)]
[Process(ACSIndex=3)]
public void m() {
Console.WriteLine("Parallelable code sample");
Annotation.Begin(1); { // [Parallel]
Console.WriteLine("Code exec by the main thread");
Annotation.Begin(2); /� [Process(”First process”)] �/ { � � �}
Annotation.End(2);
Annotation.Begin(3); /� [Process] �/ { � � �}
Annotation.End(3);

} Annotation.End(1);
}

We rely on a language feature of custom attributes in C#: proper-
ties defined in the class that defines a custom attribute can follow
the arguments of the constructor as a list of name/value pairs. Be-
cause classes defining code annotations are derived from the class
ACS.CodeAttribute, we can hide from the [a]C# programmer
these implementation details. The definition of the base class for
code annotations is:

[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Method,
AllowMultiple=true, Inherited=true)]

public class CodeAttribute : Attribute {
private int idx;
internal ILCursor.State beg;
internal long end;

public int ACSIndex {
get { return idx; }
set { idx = value; }

}
public ILCursor ILInstructions {
get { return ILCursor.RestoreCursor(beg); }

}
public long EndPosition { get { return end; } }

}

The class CodeAttribute inherits from Attribute. This allows
to use its instances as custom attributes in C#. The data about the
scope of the annotation are stored within the compiled IL.
A finite state automaton reads the method body looking for method
calls to the static methods Begin and End of the Annotation
class. When the GetCustomAttributes is invoked the returned
attributes are filled with the information about the scope of the
block they refer to, and with the state of a cursor object to retrieve

the intermediate language instructions. We rely on indices to bind
annotations to method calls because the offset of IL instructions
into the binary file is known only by the compiler. The annota-
tions generated by the [a]C# compiler can be consumed by all the
languages targeting the CLI execution environment.

4.2 Annotations and Run-time Execution
Our translation schema introduces method calls into annotated

programs; it is natural to ask whether these calls may introduce
performance hits with respect to their non-annotated versions. One
of the most important assumptions of code annotations is that the
execution of an annotated program should run as fast as the same
program without the annotations.
Although we introduce additional method calls, the called methods
are static and empty. Nevertheless they might generate a call in-
struction in the code generated by the JIT compiler. As a matter of
fact all the non trivial JIT compilers perform inlining and are capa-
ble of removing the method call at JIT time. This is the behavior of
the Microsoft .NET JIT, and of the Mono JIT. The Rotor JIT is very
trivial and emits the call instruction.
Another issue we may think of is: does the compiler eliminate the
method call to optimize the generated code? The answer is nega-
tive: the compiler links the method that is already compiled in a
different assembly. Thus it does not know the actual definition of
the method. It cannot change the position of the method call in-
side the method body because it cannot establish whether the static
method will perform side effects that may lead to a different seman-
tics. Besides, the JIT compiler will have full knowledge of the code
to be executed and will perform these optimizations if possible.
Thus it is reliable to insert method calls and look for them in the bi-
nary output to find the boundaries of custom annotations. Moreover
in any reasonable implementation of the CLI standard the annota-
tions would not affect the performance of annotated programs at
all. Other compilers may support the same mechanism by simply
adopting the same conventions when generating code and linking
the [a]C# run-time library.

4.3 CoCo and the C# Transformation Sys-
tem

The [a]C# compiler transforms an annotated program into a stan-
dard C# program using the transformation schema illustrated in
section 4.1. A few transformations are necessary but they require
information about the program structure: attributes must be ex-
tended with the ACSIndex value, though the existing arguments
should be preserved. Moreover attributes should be lifted on the
method they are used. A shallow approach to program transforma-
tion is, in this case, risky and error prone.
We decided to rely on a full parser of the C# 1.0 [1] syntax. For-
tunately for us the CoCo project [11] produced a parser generator
for C# and a full annotated grammar for the language.
The C# annotated grammar has been modified in order to obtain a
parser that parses a C# program and rewrites it. The buffer where
the output is stored provides operations to insert marks within the
code, and then to insert text in a marked site. Thus we obtained a
transformation system for C# that performs full syntax parsing to
implement code transformation patterns.
Annotated C# has been developed by changing this transformation
system (that implements the identity transformation).

4.4 Programming Tools
A well known problem with source to source tools is that the

programmer manipulates a source file different from the one the
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compiler deals with. Fortunately C# introduced the #line direc-
tive, thus we annotate the lines of the generated C# file with the
reference to the line in the original source. This is important be-
cause in the process of parsing and rewriting the source code we
loose the surface formatting of the code.
The C# compiler then outputs errors with references to the real
source code and not to the generated one. Moreover the debug in-
formation generated by the compiler depends on the line directive
and the debugger is able to step into the [a]C# source file.
The command line version of the [a]C# compiler is just a front end
to the standard C# compiler: it preprocesses all the files with .acs
extension and then passes all the file names of the generated files to
the C# compiler. The front-end allows mixing .acs and .cs files.
We have also integrated the [a]C# compiler in Visual Studio.NET
2003. The Visual Studio programming environment includes the
notion of custom tool. A custom tool is a preprocessor that the pro-
gramming environment runs before starting the compilation pro-
cess. A custom tool is a COM component implementing a set of
interfaces that the editor uses to manage the code generator. We
developed the custom tool as a .NET library exposed as a COM
component using the interoperability facilities of the execution en-
vironment. We have also added wizards to the programming en-
vironment so that the creation of attributes and [a]C# files is sup-
ported by the programming environment.

5. RELATED WORK
Code annotation is not a new idea. The artificial intelligence

community has already used code annotations in expert systems. It
has also been used for code instrumentation where annotations give
hints to systems that manipulate the code. With [a]C# we provide
general support for this kind of application.
More recently the XDoclet tool [10] for Java has been success-
fully used for performing code generation tasks. The tool relies
on comments similar to those used by Javadoc to annotate pro-
grams, and then Ant is used for controlling code generation. This
approach to code annotation is based on source code manipulation:
attributes are used by Java modules to generate Java source code.
On the other hand [a]C# provides operations to retrieve annotations
at run-time on executable files without any need for a whole com-
pilation infrastructure to be available at run-time.
Program manipulation with bytecode transformation is a technique
that has been employed in several applications [6,9]. There are also
attempts to raise the abstraction level of this bytecode manipula-
tion. The Javassist [5] library attempts to provide the programmer
with operations that do not require knowledge on the underlying
byte code. However the Javassist approach still focuses on the ma-
nipulation of single instructions like method calls, field accesses
and so on. We are trying to build meta-programming abstractions
that have coarser grain though focus more on the behavioral aspect
of the code. Operations such as extrusion, injection and replace-
ment can be type checked and provide the programmer operations
that recall the Lego bricks: “take this block of code and put it here”.
As a matter of fact the CodeBricks library [2, 4] performs similar
tasks using entire methods as the unit for code manipulation.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented [a]C#, an extension of the C#

language that allows custom annotations inside method bodies. The
run-time library of the language extends the .NET reflective infor-
mation by providing operators to retrieve custom annotations and
to manipulate the annotated code blocks in their binary form.
We presented a case study in the domain of code parallelism. The

aim of the exercise was to show how a well known problem can be
faced by writing an external tool that manipulates a program rather
than extending a programming language.
The compiler has been implemented as a source to source transfor-
mation. Nevertheless we avoided the shallow approach by adopting
a full C# parser that rewrites the program after parsing. We have
been able to transform the program during parsing and reduce the
extended model for code annotations to the one already present in
.NET. We have encoded the annotations’ scope by inserting dummy
method calls at the beginning and at the end of each block.
The compiler is still in its early stage, and the run-time of the lan-
guage should still evolve. The operations for manipulating byte-
code still expose some of the complexity of the underlying execu-
tion environment. Moreover we are considering the possibility of
integrating the CodeBricks library [4] into the language run-time.
In this way we could expose annotated code blocks as code bricks
that can be then mixed to work as basics for the operations provided
by the library.
We believe that code annotations can be useful to develop soft-
ware that meets the always increasing demand for flexibility and
dynamic adaptation. We also believe that other generative pro-
gramming techniques, such as aspect oriented programming, may
get better support from the execution environment if they can rely
on our extended model for custom annotations.
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